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In this paper, we will compute asymptotically the eigenfrequencies of the general 
collinear Euler-Bemoulli beam equation with linear joints. We will discover in the 
process that many different ypes of joints are equivalent, hat is, if one joint of a 
structure is replaced by an equivalent type of joint, the elgenfrequencies to leading 
order would remain the same for both structures. Also, if the lengths of the beams 
are rational, there will be a finite number of "streams" of eigenfrequencles, ach 
lying asymptotically to a vertical line. 
1. Int roduct ion 
A problem which arises in constructing large space structures, uch as a large 
communication satellite or a space platform, is determining whether vibrations can 
be suppressed by the use of active or passive damping devices. The easiest ype of 
structure to model mathematically is the coupled beam structure. This structu. 
is made up of 2 or more elements, or beams, linked together end to end to form a 
chain. In (Chen et al., 1987c), the simplest case is considered--2 identical beams 
are linked together linearly by a certain type of dissipative joint, with one nd of the 
structure fixed, and the other end free. The spectrum of this structure was shown 
to be g~.ven by two sequences of eigenfrequencies, each of which is asymptotic to a 
vertical ine. The eigenfrequenci~ are spaced verticMly with gap O(k 2) between 
the k th and (k + 1) st. The spectrum of the n-beam structure has been conjectured 
to he n "streams" of eigenfrequencies, each of which lie asymptotically ona vertical 
line. This has been experimentally verified for the case n = 3. The paper by 
(Chen et aL, 1987c) also describes three other designs for dissipative joints, but 
does not do any analysis on structures with these types of joints. In a private 
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communicat ion with Chert and West, a more complicated and specialized 3 beam 
structure is analyzed, with the beams meeting at 90 degree angles, and the two 
ends of the structure fixed. Such a structure is non-collinear, but even so there 
are streams of eigenfrequencies which can be determined asymptotically. 
In each of these cases, the determinant of a 4n by 4n matr ix had to be taken, 
where n is the number of beams. Until now, it seemed hopeless to solve by hand 
the Euler-Bernoulli equations with many beams without monumental calculations. 
For large structures as the space platform, ms many as 40 beams are required in 
order to make construction possible. (Information obtained at a NASA workshop). 
In this paper, we will calculate eigenvalue asymptotics for the general n- 
beam linear structure. That  is, we will consider the case of n beams, of lengths 
11,12,... In, with dissipative joints between the beams. The structure is collinear, 
so the angle between two consecutive beams is always 180 degrees at the resting 
position. One end os the structure will be fixed, while the other end will be free. 
For simplicity in the calculations, we will assume ~hat the mass per unit length, m, 
and the flexural rigidity of the beams, E I ,  is constant hroughout the structure. 
Each of the  joints will be one of the four possible designs mentioned in (Chen e* 
at, 1987c): 
Type I : Bending moment and shear are continuous, displacement and rotation 
are discontinuous. 
Type II : Displacement and bending moment are continuous, rotation and shear 
are discontinuous. 
Type I I I :  Displacement and rotation are continuous, bending moment and shear 
are discontinuous. 
Type IV : Bending moment  and shear are continuous, displacement and ro~ation 
are discontinuous. 
We will even allow a mixture of joint types within one structure. 
The beam systems studied in this paper should, in reality, be modeled by 
systems of non-linear equations. Thus, our results should be viewed as a complete 
analysis of a simplified model, with a view to gaining a more complete understand- 
ing in the future. 
The main emphasis of this paper will be two-fold. First of all, we want to 
reduce the problem to the point where a minimal amount of calculations are needed 
to find the eigenfrequencies of a particular structure. Second, we want to prove 
the following theorem: 
Theorem: If the n beams have the same length, then there will be at most 
n streams of eigenfrequencies, ach lying asymptotically on a vertical ine. More 
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generally, if the beams have different lengths, but these lengths have ratios 
l l :12 : la : . . . : l ,=p l :P2 : . . . :Pn ,  
Lo = 0 L1 L2 La Ln-1 L .  
E . . . . . . .  t i I . . . . . . . . .  I i 
ll 12 la 1,, 
Figure 1 
with pi all integers, then there will be at most Pl + p2 + pa + .. .  + p ,  streams of 
vertical eigenfrequencies. However, if the ratios of the lengths are irrational, then 
no distinct streams occur, and the eigenfrequencies form a chaotic pattern. 
2. Fundamenta l  Ideas  
We consider n beams, joined end to end, with one end fixed at the origin and 
linear coordinates proceeding positively along the beam to the right. See Figure 
1. Note that the right end of the beam, at x = L , ,  is free. The n Euler-Bernoulli 
beams satisfy 
m -0 ,  whenever  (2.1)  
0=L0 <x<L, ,  x#L1,L2 ,L3 , ' "L , -1 ,  
where the joints are at locations L1, L2, ... L , -1 .  The boundary conditions for 
the point L0 = 0 is y(x, ~) = yz(x, ~) = 0, since this point is fixed. Likewise, the 
boundary conditions for the point L ,  is y~(x, t) = y~z(x, t) = 0, since this end 
is free. For the points at the dissipative joints, the boundary conditions depend 
on the design of the joints. For an Euler-Bernoulli beam, the six relevant physical 
qualities are represented by: 
Displacement = y(x, t), 
Velocity = yt(x, t), 
Rotation = yx(x, t) =_ 0(x, t), 
Angular velocity = y~,(x, y) = et(~,~), 
Bending moment = -EIyxx(x, y) =- M(x., t), and 
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Shear -- -[EIy**(x, y)]z -- V(z, t). 
From (Chen e~ al., 1987c), the rate of change of energy from a joint at Lj is given 
by 
dE(~) = 
[y,(Lf , t )V(L; , t  ) - y,(L+,t)V(L+,t)] - [8,(Lf ,r  -8,(L+,t)M(L+,t)]. 
(2.o_) 
Because of physical considerations, ome of the quantities given above form con- 
jugate pairs: (Rotation, Bending moment) and (Shear, Displacement). Whenever 
one of these four physical variables is discontinuous across a joint, its conjugate 
variable must be continuous. Thus, y and V cannot both be discontinuous, and 
likewise O and M cannot both be discontinuous. Assuming that the coupling con- 
ditions are linear, this gives four possible boundary conditions at each joint, as 
described in (Chen et al., 1987c): 
Type I) 
V(LT,~)=V(L~,~); 
M(L;,~)= M(L+,~); 
y~(L+,t) - y~(LT,t ) : k~V(Lf ,t)+ clM(L~,t); and 
8~(L+,t) - 8~(L-~,t) : c2Y(L-~,t) + k~M(L-~,t). 
Here~ 
k~ >_ 0, k~ >_ 0, k~ + k~ > 0, cl, c2 E Tr satisfying 
k~ ' + k]Z ~ + (c~ - ~)~ > 0 W,~ e ~,  
so that the change of energy at the joint is 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
dE( t )  =-[k[V(L~,t)  2+ k~St(L~,t) 2 + (c l -c2)8~(n~,t )V(L~,t )  <_ 0 
for all t _> 0. This remark will apply to all four types of beams. 
Type II) 
~(zi,~)= ~(z~f ,t); 
M(L'; ,t)- -  M(L+,t); 
V(L+,T) - V(L j , t )  : k~ .yt(L-~,t) + c1" M(L-;,t); and 
e,(L)~, t ) -  e,(L 7,~) = c~. ~(L I ,~) -  k~ 9 M(LT,~); 
with (2.3) and (2.4) holding. 
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Type III) 
y(L~',t) = y(L+,t) ;  
O( L-;, O = O( L-L O; 
V(L+, t )  - V (L ' f  ,t) = k~y,(L'f  ,t) + c l .  O,(LT,t); 
M(L~f,O - M(LT,O = c :u , (L~,O - k le , (sT ,~) ;  
with (2.3) and (2.4) holding. 
Type IV) 
o(*,;,0 = o(s+,O;  
V(LT,O=V(L~,*); 
y,( L + , t) - y , (LT  , t) = k~V(nT ,  f.) + c,O,( L'f  , t); 
M(Lf , , )  - M(L2,t) = c:V(L-f ,O ~- k~O,(LT,*); 
with (2.3) and (2.4) holding. 
The general solution to (2.1) can be expressed 
functions of the form 
~,~,(~, ~) = ~;,(:~)e;"V"~/,,, 
with 
and 
and 
as a linear combination of 
(2.5) 
A1 e n~ + B1 e i"= + Ca e -u= + Dae -in~ if x E [0, La); 
A2e #z + B2e i'Tz + C2e -~?z + D2e -iTtx if x E (L1, L2); 
w; , (~)  = . . (2 .6 )  
A,~e "= + Bne in= + Cue -nx + Dne - i '"  if x E (L , -1 ,  L~]; 
Here r? - ~2  / x/~ so that it/2 = A. The 4 boundary conditions for each of the n - 1 
joints, plus the 4 boundary conditions for the ends, gives us 4n equations with 4n 
unknowns. Thus, ,~ will be an eigenfrequency only if the determinant of the matrix 
formed by these equations is zero. In w we will construct his matrix, introducing 
a notation that allows a matrix to be defined in blocks. In w asymptotic analysis 
is done on the matrix, and many of the elements in the matrix will be found to 
contribute a negligible part to the determinant. In w using row and column 
operations, we can reduce the problem to taking the determinant of a 2n by 2n 
matrix. In w the determinant is expressed as a product of 2 by 2 matrices. In ~7, 
the positions of the streams are computed using the determinant of the matrix.  In 
w the previous asymptotic approximations are validated. In w the asymptot ic 
streams are shown to be all vertical. In w a trigonometric solution is given, 
which can be used when the lengths of the beams are not all integers. Section 11 
contains some examples, and Section 12 has concluding remarks. 
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3. The  matr ix  
The boundary conditions given above must be translated to equations about 
w~,(x), using (2.5), and then translated to a linear equation relating the Ai, Bj, 
Cj, and D i. The end boundary conditions are easy: the condition at the point 
L0 = 0 becomes 
w~(0)  = ~(0)  = 0; so 
AI+BI+CI+D1 =0,  and 
71A1 + it}B1 - rlC1 - izlD1 = O. 
After dividing out the common factor of 77, we find the matrix of coefficients of 
this system to be 
M0= 
A1 B1 C1 Di 
i i -I - i  " 
The boundary condition at L. is also easy to translate: 
w~(Z,) = w~' (L , )=0 
SO 
and 
772Aue ~L" - ~72 Bne iyL" + 772Cne -yL" - ~72Dne -i~L" = O, 
(--i) (~3Ane~L" -- iU3Bne i~L" - rl3Cne -"L" + ig?"Dne -i'TL") = O. 
. (A.) (B.) (C.) (D.)  
e~L. _ei~L. e-YL. _e--iyL. ) 
Mn = \ - -{e  ~?Ln - -e  i~lL" ie  - 'TL" e -iT1Ln . 
If the joint at the point Lj is of type I, then the boundary equations in terms of 
wx(x) become 
~4'(zT)  = ~,'f(z~), 
w~(LT)=w~(L+) ,  
A (w~(Z +) - w) , (Z i )  ) = ~ ( -k~w~~ clw'~(LT)),  and 
(w~(L +) - wk(zT) = ~ (-c2w~'(L 7) - k2w'~(L-/)) . 
In matrix notation: 
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We would like to allow k~, k 2, q ,  and c~ to be different at each joint. To avoid 
double subscripts, and to suppress the constants m, E, a~d I, let us set (for type 
I joints) 
= 
= 
rj = c l~ ,  and 
8j -- C2~"m~. 
Then the dissipative conditions (2.3) and (2.4) for a type I joint become 
pj ~> 0, qj >__ 0, pj 2t qj > 0, ax, d 
p~a2 + q~fl2 + (r1 - sj)afl > OVa,/~ e 7r 
The boundary conditions in terms of the Aj, Bj,  Cj, and Dj for a Type I joint 
axe then 
~2AjenL j _ 772 Bjei~Lj ~_ ~2 Cje-~Lj _ ~2Dje-i~L ~ = 
9 2 e -~ IL$  ~ " r}2 Aj+l e~L~ - ~}2 Bj+le'~L~ -~- r} Cj+I rl2 Dj+1e -'~L~ ;
~3 Aje~LJ _ it} 3 Bjei~Lj _ rl 3 Cje -"Lj + i7} 3 Dje- i#Lj = 
rlS Aj+lenL~ -- irlz Bj+lei~Li -- ~SCj+le-"LJ q- i~3 Dj+l e-i~Li ; 
(irJ 2) (Aj+le "Li + Bj+I ei~Lj + Cj+I e-~Li + Dj+le -i~L~ + 
_A je~Lf  -- Bjei~Li _ Cje -~Lj - -D je- i~L i )  = 
--pj (~3Aje ~L~ -- irlSBjei~Li -- rl s Cje -'lLs + i~7 sDje- i 'L i  ) 
--rj (rl2Ajr ~Lj - ~2 BjeinLj ~- r12Cj e-~Li -- ~2Dje-i~Lj ) ; and 
(it/2) (r}Aj§ 1 e~LJ Jr irlBj+ 1 e i~Lj - r/Cj+l e-nL~ -- i~Dj+l e-i~Lj + 
--rlAjenLJ -- iriBjei~L~ + rlCje ~nL~ + i~Die-inLi ) : 
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--sj (r~a Aje uL~ - i~TSBje inL~ - ri3Cje -~L~ + i~aDje -i'~L~ ) + 
qj (~2 Aje'~L~ -- ~2 BjeinLi + rl2 Cje -oL1 _ rl2 Dje-i~L~ ) 9 
The matrix notation of these boundary conditions will be 
M~ 
(A j) (B j) (C j) (D j) 
erlLj _ei~Lj e-~Lj ~e- i~Lj  
e~Li --iei~Lj _e -~L j  ie- i~Lj 
. . .  
( -i+qp I ~ e~L$ (--i-i~pj ~ ~i.Lj (--i--~p i ~ e--oLi (-iWi~pj +r j  / x - r j  / \ -t-r i / x --r i / e-itlLj 
( - i~-t -~si~Lj  (.-irlSJ~eiyL ~ (in-qS~3e-nLi (-r~-bi~s$~e-i~L j -qj / k +q~ ] x -q) / \ +q~ / 
(Ai+l) (Bj+I) (Ci+l) (Di+,) \ 
_eYLJ ei~?Lj _e -oL i  e-i~?Lj 
J 
9 --e ~Lj ~ei~LJ e-YL~ _~e-i~Lj 
ienLi iei~Lj ie--~Lj ie--i~Lj 
i~e~LJ --~ei~Li _irle-~LJ ~e-i~Lj 
for a type I joint. Here, due to space limitations, we have broken the 4 by 8 matrix 
into two parts. The matrix is to be read by imagining the second half of the matrix 
placed to the right of the first half. We will use this notation throughout the paper 
when necessary. 
If the joint at the point Lj is a type II joint, then the boundary condition 
equations for wx(x) are: 
w~,(LT)=w~(L+), 
w'~(L;) = w~(L+), 
-~k~(L  7) 
w~'(L +) -w~'(L7)  = ~ +clw~(L7) , and 
(~(L~) - ~,(L,-)) = ~(L  7) + ~- /g  ~(LT). 
Again, we would like to absorb the constants m, E, and I into pj, qj, rj, and sj, 
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In this case, a type II joint, we need to set 
k:l 
pj = ~ ,  
r I = el, and 
sj = c2. 
Note that the dissipative conditions (3.1) and (3.2) remain unchanged for this type 
of joint. The boundary conditions in terms of the Ai,  By, Cj and D i for a Type 
II joint are: 
Aje ~Li + Big i~Li + Cje -~Li -~ Dje- inLj  = 
Aj+le "Li + Bj+le i'TLJ + Cj+I e-nLj "Jr-Dj+~e-i~L~; 
772 Aje'TLJ _ 772 B jei~L~ + ri2 Cje-'TLJ _ ri2 D je-i'TLi = 
172 Aj+I e ~Lj - r] 2 Bj+I e inLi + 712 Cj+I e -nLj - 772 D j+ 1 e-inLj ; 
(7 3 Aj+I e nLj - it] s Bj+I e i~L~ - 773 Cj+I e-nL~ +, i~73 D j+l e -iT Li + 
--rl3 A je  ~Lj + i~3 Bje  i~Lj 2 r ~3 Cje-nLJ _ ir~S Dje-i~Lj ) ---- 
+ Bje"   + Cje-'   + + 
rj (ri2 Aje~LJ - ~2 Bjei~LI -b ri2Cje-~L~ + ri2 Dje  -i~Lj ) ; and 
(i~? 2) (~Aj+I e~Li + iriBj+l e inLj - ~Cj+le -nLi - i~Dj+l e-lnLi + 
_rlA jenLJ -- iriB jeinLi + rlCje -oLj -~- ir iDje-inbj ) = 
(irl2 sj) (Aje 'TL' -~- Bjei'L$ + Cje -'L$ .~- Dje-i'TLi ) .+ 
qj (ri2AjenL~ -- ri2 Bjei'TL~ q- ri2Cie-"Li -- ~72 Dje  -i'TLj ) .  
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The matrix representation of these conditions is left for the reader. 
If the joint at the point Lj is of type III, then the boundary equations for the 
w (x) 
wk(n 7) = w~,(L+), 
_ - -  
it -{- 
A 
clw' (LT)) , and 
k 
(-c2w~,(L~) + k~w'x(LT) ) .
We can absorb the constants m, E, and I for the type III joint by letting 
pj -- ~ ,  
qj -- ~ ,  
C1 
r j -- X / - -m~ , and  
c2 
Notice that pj and qj have switched roles with this type of joint. The reason 
for this will be apparent later. Nonetheless, the dissipation condition (3.1) and 
(3.2) are still the same for this type of joint. The boundary condition in the new 
variables for a Type III joint are: 
Aje  ~Lj -I- B je  i~Lj "t- C je  -~Li  -t- D ie  - i~Li = 
A j+ le  ~Li ~- B j+ le i~L i  + C j+ le  i~Li + D j+ le  -i'TL~ ; 
77Aje ~LJ "t- i~B je  inL~ - ~C je  -"L~ - i~TDje - inLi  : 
r lAj+l  e ~Li q- irTBj+ le inL~ - 71Cj+I e -"L~ - iT?D j+l e -irJLi ] 
(7/3 A j+ I e ~L i -- ir~ 3 B j+ I e i'l Li - 7] 3 C j+ l e -~L i -b irl 2 D j+ I e - i~L j -Jv 
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- r laAje nLi --F irlz.Bye i'~L~ -t- rl 3 Cje -nL i -  irlZ Dje -i~L~ ) = 
(-i,7~qj) (A JL '  + BpL J  + Cj~-~L' + Dj~-'"LJ) + 
(--i~2rj) (r~Aje~LJ + irlBjei~Li -- ~Cje -~Li -- i~Dje -i~Li ) ; and 
(rl2 Aj+leoLJ -- r12 Bj+lei'tLt Jr r]2C/+l e-nLJ _ ~72 Dj+1e-i'lLi q- 
--~2 Aje~LJ + rl2 B je  i~Lj -- y2 Cje-nL~ + r~2 D je  -i~L~ ) = 
(-i772aj) (Aje nL i+ B je  i"Li + Oje - ' l L i+ Die -inLi ) + 
(i,~pj) (~Aje "L~ + i~Bje'"L~ _ ~C~e-,L~ - i~Dj~-',L~) .
The matrix representation for these conditions is left for the reader. 
If the joint is a type IV joint at Lj,  then the boundary conditions for the 
wx(z) are: 
w'~(L 7) = ~k(L]), 
~,(LT) = ...,,,~r+~ u.'X k.*.cj ) ,  
A (~(L +) -w~(LT)  =-,/-g-~k~';'(LT) + ~:~ wk(LT), a~d 
~ ), wk(LT). w~(L+)-w~(LT) =c~'~'(LT)+ ~ .  
\u absorb the constants m, E, and I for a type IV joint by letting 
k=  
qj -- ~ 
rj = Cl, and 
sj -~ c2. 
Once again, the equations (3.1) and (3.2) are still valid for this type of joint. 
The boundary condition equations in terms of the new variables for a Type 
IV joint are then 
77AjenL~ -Jr- i~TBjei~Lj - rlCje-~Li _ i~Dje- iqLi  = 
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~;Aj+xe ~c~ + i~?Bj+le i'~L~ - ~Cj+ze-'~Li -- i~Dj+ze-i';Li ;
~3Aje~n~ -- irla Bjei~L~ -- ~3Cje-nLi + i~3 Dje -i~L~ = 
~3 Aj+I e ';Li -- i~ z B j+le i';Lj - 173 Cj+ 1 e-';LJ + i~ 3 Dj+I e -i~Li ; 
(i~ 2) (Aj+ze 'TL~ + Bj+le inL~ + Cj+le - ' l L i+  Dj+le -i~L~ + 
--AjenLJ -- Bjei'TL~ _ Cje-';Li _ Dje-i~Li ) : 
--pj (~3 AjenLJ -- i~a BjeinLJ _ ~3 Cje-nLJ -].. i~3 Dje-i~L~ ) + 
(iy2r/) (r~Aje 'TLi + i~Bje i"Lj - r]Cje -'7Lj - i~Dje -i'~L~ ) ; and 
(rl2 Aj+lenL~ --rl2Bj.t_lei~LJ + r]2Cj+l e-~ns - ~2 Dj+le-i'TL$ + 
--~2 Aje~LJ + r]2 Bje i~;Li _ ~2 Cje-' lLj  .~- ~72 Dje-i~Lj ) = 
sj (~3 Aje'lnJ -- ir]3 B je  i';Lj - ~3 Cje-'TLi + i~3 Dje  -i~L~ ) -~ 
(i~2q/) (yAje~Lj + i~Bjei,Lj  _ r ]C je - I ?L j  _ i~Dje- i ,Ls)  . 
The matrix representation for these conditions is left for the reader. 
For the n coupled beams, the resulting (n + 1) matrices taken together ep- 
resent a system of 4n equations with 4n unknowns. The matrix for this system, 
G, can be written in terms of the smaller matrices Mj : 
G = 
M1 
i 
0 \ 
Mn-  1 
[M. 
The eigenfunctions are found as solutions to the equation det(G) = 0. 
In all four types of joints, the dissipative conditions from (2.3) and (2.4) hold: 
Pi >-- 0, qj >_ O, Pi + qi > O, and (3.1) 
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pjot2 + qj~2 _}. (rj -- 8j)ot~ ~ 0 Vo~,~ E ~.  
First, observe that 
if pj = 0, then rj = sj, 
otherwise (3.2) is negative for some values of a. Also, plugging a = 
= v~7 into (3.2) gives: 
2pjqj + (rj - s j )~  > 0, or 
2 ~  > rj - -  8j. 
Likewise, plugging in a = V~ and fl = -V~ gives: 
Thus, 
2pjqj -- (rj - sj) p~jq~ >_ O, or 
2 ~  > sj - rj .  
(3.2) 
(3.4) 
v~7 and 
I~ - ~iJ < 2~.  (3.5) 
Now, observe that 
0 "~ ( r j  -~- 8 j )  2 "-- (rj -- ~j)2 + 4rjaj  ~ 4pjqj + 4r js j .  
Let us write wj = pjqj  + r js j .  Then we see that wj >__ O, with equality iff 
rj = - s j  = =t:v/piq j. (3.6) 
Equation (3.6) and the remarks preceding it will be important in later calculations. 
4. Asymptot i c  approx imat ion  to det(G) 
First, we will operate on G (creating G) by multiplying, for each j, the column 
corresponding to Aj  by e -nLj , the column corresponding to Bj by e -inLj-~ , the 
column corresponding to Cj by e ~Li-t, and the column corresponding to Dj  by 
e i~ We let lj -: L j  - L j_ I ,  according to Figure 1 of Section 2. Then, noting 
that 
~ivlLj e-i~Lj_l ~_ eiTlli, 
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e-~L j  enL i - t  ----_ e -n i l  
enL ie- -nL j+t  : ~--nlj+~ ~ 8xtd 
we see LhaL G has the form (3.3) with the MJs replaced by ~g~'~ ,,jo defined az follows: 
(e  -TIt 1 1 e i~11 ) 
JWO = e -~t~ i --1 --ie inl~ ; 
- i+np i  ( +~, ) 
x \  -- qj / 
I x  +inr j / 
and "~f. v = 
Mn - - i  -eint. ie-'~t. 1 ; 
_ ~inli 
_ieint~ 
( - i - - i . P ,~e i , t  i --rj / 
tl--irl si ~ eiqlj 
+ qi / 
einlj 
_e in l i  
( io+ ipj ) einl$ 
+rj 
( '~-isi ) e i'lli 
+qj 
e -nli --1 --e -nli+' 1 --1 e i~li+t \ 
--e -nts i --e -nl~+~ i 1 --ieinli+t~ 
k/--i--nPJ~e--rli+r i / x(--i+i~lpi]--ri z ie-nti+t i i iei~ti+~ I ; 
e -nl~ 1 --e -nlj+t 
-q l i  --I --~ -nl i+x 
(n+iv~]e-nl i (- ir l+ipj~ r le -n / i+x  
- r  i , k +r i / 
9 _ ' .  _ . ( -~- i s i3  i r le-nl i+t ('" -;';,)e n , ,  +q,, 
- - I  - - I  --ei'~li+~\ 
1 --1 eioli+t I 
-i77 --~7 i~eiolj+~ I ; 
iei~lj 
( i~+ iqi ) e i,lli 
x - -~r  i * 
(1 + isi "~ ei,llj 
k +11pj I 
e- , l l j  
_e -q l i  
(n+i,,  :nzj 
-znri J 
-- l+isi ~ e--nli 
+inpj ] 
1 - -e -n l i+t  - - I  - - I  _~ir l l j+,~ 
--i --e -nti+t --i 1 ie inti+t [ 
(-i,+iqj~+nrj / ~ e-nli+t --b7 --77 i~einl~+x I ; 
( l+isi] e -nli+t --1 1 --einlJ+tf 
\ - -OPi  j 
- i+np~ ) 
v., - - tq~j  I 
ze inlj - -e  -q l j  - - i  --~ -~l i+t 
- - ie  iTtli - -e  -ql j  i - -e -~lj+x 
t-l-i,~pj~ei,7~ j t-i-,~pj~e-,~l~ (-i+i.pj) ie-,#s+~ 
\ +r l r i  / k +ir/r j  / \ --f ir j
O+i . , i )e i , l i  (-1,+. . j )e - - . I j  (a - i .o j  3 e - , l i+ :  
\ +rlqj  J x -I-IOq i I x - -Qq j  I 
--i 1 ie i"ti+t 
i 1-- ie inti+x] 
i i ie inb+~]" 
--1 1 --ei"ti+t /
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Since the system is dissipative, we need only consider eigenfrequencies with 
non-positive real part. Moreover, we may restrict attention to 
~r 
because we know that if A is an eigenvalue, so is its complex conjugate ~. Since 
A = i7/2, this says that we may take 
7g 
0 _< arg 77 _< -~. 
Thus, 
which decreases exponentially as [A[ --* oo. Letting I = min{li} > 0, we have 
le-.*~l < e-I  I~x/K~. 
Notice, for later use, that this approximation is valid even if 
0 _< argA < ~-, making 
?1" 71" 
-~  _~ argo/< ~. 
Also, since Im (~) >_ 0, 
[ei'~lJ [ _< 1. 
The determinant of G has (4n)] summands, each of which is a product of 4n matrix 
entries. Each of these entries is no larger in absolute value than either I or V~'  
If one of the 4n factors contains e-~b for some j ,  then the total magnitude of that 
term must be of order no more than 
I~l-e- I v4~ t ' 
Hence, if we consider the matr ix G, which is derived from G by setting equal to 
zero M1 terms containing e-~ti for some j ,  then 
det(a) = d t(a)+ 0 ') as oo. 
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We will later show that this estimate is enough to conclude that the zeros of det(G) 
can be approximated by the zeros of G as IA~] -* co. 
The matrix G is composed of the smaller blocks .~" (which are obtained from 
by setting terms containing e-nb' or e -'di+t to zero): 
i -I - ie  i~t~ ; 
-"-" ( ] . - - c i~ lno] ] . )  
Mn = --i --e i~1" 0 
- i+  ~lp~ ( +~, ) 
--i~+ ~lsj \ (  _,, ) 
-e  iotj 0 --1 0 1 -1  e iolj+l 
- ie  i~ 0 i 0 i 1 --iei'lJ+l] 
,(--i--i~P~) 0 ~,(--i+i~lpJ)--r~ / 0 i i ieiolj+l ] ; 
(q-iqsJ)ei~llJ 0 (-o+iosj~ 0--77 --i~ 1 ~e inlj+t f \ +qd / k +qj ] 
~ e i'b 0 11 0 1 -1  --ei'b+~'~ 
--e ,~lld 0 - -  0 ] --]- elrflJ+l I 
_,+;p; t-i.+ip   i Tei.ti+ | ; =" ( --r i ) \(ioq'ipJ~ei~li+rj / 0 \ rj ] 0 - - i~- - r}  
--,,\(-i~--isJ~--qj , (n~r~,d)r 0 ~,(-'--isJ~+qj ] 0--?7 --i17 'r/ei'/J+l/ 
and 
~ e i'7tj 0 1 0 --1 
ie iqti 0 --i 0 --i 
(--,t+iqj~ (i~+iqJ)ei,tl j 0 (--i't+iqs~ 0-- it]  |k +ior  j / \ - - t l r  j / k +f i r  j ] 
\(-- l+isi] (l+iSJ~ei~ 0 (l+isj] 0 - -1  --inpj / \+t lp  j / ~,--~pj J 
--i --  eirt/J +t'~ 
1 iei~lj+: I 
--r I ir?einli+t I ; 
1 - -e i r f l J+ : /  
1~--iorj / 
x \ - - t~q j  J 
ie inb 0 - i  0 - i  1 ie inzj+l \ 
- i e  inli 0 i 0 i 1-ieinl~+~ I 
\(-i--iqPi]eiqli+,/r./ / 0 \( -i+i~pi)_,lr s / 0 i i ieiqti+t I 9 
(lt-i?si)ei"lj 0 (1-iosi) 0 - -1  1 --eiolj+x ] 
\ +~lqd ~" - -oq i  / 
Thus, the matrix G has the form 
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= 
~ A 
.... i f *~176 i 
*o*o**  
9 o ,O**  M1 
9 0 *0  **  
i**~ 
I 
0 * **1 
: *  0 * 0 **  * 
~- * 0 * 0 **  * 
u.  11 ,o,o** * 
9 0 *0  **  * 
9 0 * 
(4.1) 
5. Row and co lumn reduct ions  
Doing elementary ow operations on G amounts to doing these row operations 
on the M i .  Also, looking at (4.1), we see that for 1 _~ j < n - 1 the 1 ~* and 7 th 
columns of Mj contain the only non-zero elements of the corresponding column 
of G. Hence we are allowed to add a multiple of the I st or 7 *h column of ~.  to 
another column of ~r  i . Likewise, a multiple of the 3 ra column of M0 may be added 
to another column of M0, and a multiple of the 1 st column of M', may be added 
to another column of Mn.  
To reduce M0, we add the first row to the second and then subtract multiples 
of the third column from the second and fourth to obtain 
(OoO  o ) 
i+ l  0 (1 - i )e  i'll' " 
So, let this be denoted by A~ro. Likewise, ~r  reduces to 
0 0 
(--1-i)e/'71" 0 1 - i  
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NowweredueeMf, M]', MIll, aad M/g. 
11 --ei~lli 
--ieinii. 
- i+  qPi ( -l-r i ) ,(--i--i"Pi) 
-ig-l-~si k(  --q$ ) (,--i~7",)~i,l$ k +q$ / 
0 -1  0 1 -1  e i~ l l i+t  
0 i 0 i 1 ie inti+x } 
--iei~li +x /
0 (--i+i~Pi~ 0 i { 
k --f'~ J 
0 (--n+i'~i~ 0 --71 --irl ~l eiol~+t /I k +qi ) 
I 0 
0 ( 2+21+ )eiqli 
( 2r/+21r/ ~ei~li 
\+rtsd +q~) 
0 0 
( 2-.}-2 i 0 k_.p6+ri / 
0 
0 (--2rl--2i~-1-~ 
k i~s i+iqj ) 
M J f  -~+ipi = ( - r ,  ) 
-i~--is i ) 
eir~lj 
_ei~ll 
(i~+iPi ~ ,~i~li 
~ +r i )~ 
(~--isi ) ~ i~li 
k +q~ 
0 0 0 0 \ 
( -~-=i+ l  ( -2 -2 i  ) i,~+~ ) 0 ~ npin+r ~ / 0 0 u 1 ~-inP~-i6i'e 
0 ( --2~/--21q ~ 0 ( 2~/H-2it/ )einti+~ 
~--i~si+iqj/ k--~si+q i 
0 1 0 
0 - I  0 
0 (-i~+ivi~ 0 
O~+qi  ~0 
-1  --1 --eint~+'\ 
1 --1 einl$+~ I 
- i t  I --r 1 i~Teinti+~ I 
--r 1 --i7 l ~Tei~i +~ ]
I! ~ (i -- 1)e ~nL~ 0 
- -2npj  -- (4+41)n  2 
eigli 
0 0 
0 (i -- 1) 
0 0 
(=i_2)~j+=in.i )
0 +C41-- 2)qvi 
- : ; "P i  +(4+4~)n 2 
0 0 0 
o (1 - i )  o 
, . .0  0 1 
0 +=~"i 0 -21nmj 
+(4+.~;),= 
0 ) 
(1 - i)ei"J +'  
0 -'a~j-2nr, i / 
+=inqj ~.i~lj+l 
-- (4+41)r / " /  
_-- 7~r]z, where wj = PJqJ + 7"jsj. The matrix 7~f] 1I is computed similarly to d~f]. 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
( 2rt+21rt ~ ( 20+2i~ (-2~l-2iO)einlj+t ~ 0 
~_qj+ je  ( 2+2; ] 1 I 
( --2--2i x I 0 (--2--21+'] inlj+,] ( 2+2i+ )ei~li 0 \ - s j -np i ,  0 \-~i+nl~J / \iai +i~pi xisi _i~p i / e / 
We c~Icu1~te .~r~v in a manner similar to that used for A~/ I .  The result is 19i] v = 
l !  0 0 0 
(1 + i)e i"t~ 0 (-1 -- i) 
o o 9 
+(.t+21).~.j e 171li 0 -(4;+~)'I'" 
+(4- 2~).p i + +(4;- 2)npjJ+ 
2,qj +(4-41) 2;.q i +(4-4~) 
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0 0 0 0 \ 
0 (--1 - i) 0 (1 + i)ein~i+ ' 
. . .0  0 1 0 
0 +2~ri 0 -21'~Pi e inli+l 
-2~nr i +2~n, i +(4~-4) +(4~-4) 
Now, the matrix G looks llke : 
0*  0 *0  *0  
0000001 
0*  0 *0  *0  
1 0 0 0 
= 
0.., o ..*.[ 
i 000000 
*0 ,0 .0 .  
0000010 
*0  *0  *0  * 
*0  * 
By expanding by cofactors along these columns with precisely one "1", it is easy 
to see that det(~) is equM to (-1) ~ det(S), where S is the following smaUer matrix 
of size 2n by 2n: 
/ , , **/ , , , ,IN1 - [ ,  * 
, * * [ 
] **** ] ]  
N, - I~  
Here, N i is obtained by removing the 0 and 1 elements from/~rj. Thus, 
;Vo = ( ( I  + 0 (1 - i )d . "  ); 
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.~,,  = ( ( - t -  i)~;~'~ ( t -  i)); 
N/  ~. ~i~Tp/-irj/ ~--~pjnCrj/ \ ~pj+rj / ~--i~pj--irj/ 
~'t-~lsj't-q~J \ i~aj-kiqj / ~--i~sj+iqj/ k--~aj+q~] 
Nfl = 
+(21--4)~rj | ei~l j
_~n~j _(~+~+)~2 / 
(i - 1) (z - i) (1 - i)e+~t~+, \ 
) +(,t~- 2)n rj +2+~./ -2~,r/ ei:7lj+ t ; - (~,+,t i )nqj  - 2t,~;,/ +~+,~ qj  
--21,pj-~(4§ 2 § 2 -- (4§ 
( x--qj+~rj/ x--iqj+iyrj) x--,qj-,or)/ \ - -qj-yr j  / ) 
N] II= ( -2~-2 i~e iy l  j ( 2,+21r~ ( 2.onu2./~  (-2~-2i~)eiol/+ t 
[ 2-t-21q- ~ i~l$ ( 2-t-21 ~ ( -2-21 3 (-2-2i+~ei~lJ+l 
\isj +iTlpj / e x--Sj - - r ip  j / k--sj ~-ylpj / \is/--i:]pj / 
and N]  v = 
(( (l+i)ei'Tz i . ( ( -1 - i ) ) (  ( -1 - i ) ) (  (l+i)e+q 0+* '~1 (2+2t)t12o.~j +2111ej (--'I;--2)~2Wj --~;~rj --2~lj --2~pj --2~'j m:Tlqj | 
-~(4-J-21)~,j q-21q r/ -- 2i~pj ei~lj + Jr-(4- 21)~ pj ~- ell?lJ - (41-[-2)~/aj .I-(4r --21~qj .~2i~*j ] ] 
~qqj ~t-(4-- 41) 21,q/ § 41) -~(41-- 4) $t-(4{--4) / / /  
6. Computing the determinant 
Part it ion the non-zero elements of the matrix S into boxes of size 1 by 2 and 
2 by 2 as shown: 
S = 
~ 3,  1 
! 
N2 
* 2n-22 
.,~ 
N.  * 2n *]/ 
Notice that there are two 1 by 2 boxes (numbered 1and 2n) and 2n - 2 boxes of 
size 2 by 2 (numbered 2 through 2n - 1). The determinant of S consists of terms, 
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each of which is the product of the elements of a transversal, i.e., 2n elements of 
the matrix such that no 2 elements come from the same row or column. Suppose 
that aa,A a2,i~.., a2n,j~, is a non-zero product of a transversal. Then since one 
element must have come from the first row, exactly one element came from box #1. 
Therefore, exactly one element came from box #2. Likewise, since two elements 
came from rows 2 and 3, exactly one element came from box #3. Proceeding in 
this way~ we see that exactly one element must have come from each box. 
Now, we can relate these observations back to the matrices Nj. For 1 _< j < n, 
an element from the first column of N i is used for a non-zero transversal iff an 
element from the last column of N~._~ is also used. Thus, if we multiply the first 
column of Nj by a non-zero constant, and divide the last column of Nj-1 by the 
same constant, the summands of the computed eterminant will be the same, and 
hence the entire determinant of the resulting matrix S will remain unchanged. 
Thus, let us form S by multiplying, for 1 _< j _< n, the first column of Nj by 
e+~b, and dividing the last column of Nj_a by ei~b. This gives us: 
No = ( (1+i )  (1 - i ) ) ;  
Nn=((-1- i )e 2i~1" (1 -  i ) ) ;  
~ I ( 2+2i+ ~e2irllJ ( 2+2i (--2--2i+~ ( -2--2i ~1 
fQf -.~ ~i~lpj--irj/ x--~pj+r$) \ ~pj+rj ) \--i~pj --irj/ 
( 2rt+21r/ "l 2i~lj (--2~1-2i~+~ ( --2q--21r/ ) \--~lsj+q~] 
\+~sj'~'qj] ~ \ iqaiWiq $ / k--i~sjWiqj 
I( (i -- 1)e 21~ii 
= +(:+-4),~,j 
- (4+' : ' i )~q j  " 
-~,~j-(4+~/),~ / 
(i -- 1) (1 -- i) (1 -- i) )'~) 
e2iNl$ +(41-2)~rj +')in.j -21nv~ ; 
-(2+41)~j -21rip i +21nq 1 
--2iylpj +(4+41)r /2 +(4+41)n2  -- (4-{-41 )t'/2 
= --qJ+~ $7 \--iqj+iT?rj/ \--iqj--iqrj/ ~--qj--~ri/ ~ /V  
( 2+2i+ ~e2illlj ( 2+21 '~ ( --2--2i ) (.--2--2i+~ ; a~d = 
xisi+i~p j ] \--sj --~pjl \--Sj+tlp j ~tSj --t~pj/ I 1 + i)e2/"lj 
+(4- 2~)~pj + 
2.qj +C4-40 
e2iTllj 
(-1 - i) (-1 - i) (1 + i) )h ) 
- (41+~)e.j +2+~rj -2;,lpj 9 
+(4;-~)qpj+ -2;~qj +21~+j 
2~.qj +(4-41) +(41-4) +(41-4) 
Notice that now, each /Vj contains only one of the lj's. Now we want to 
compute the determinant of S explicitly. The matrix is in the form 
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r Zo Y0 
al bl cl dx 
el f l  gl hi 
a2 b2 
e2 f2 
c2 
g2 h2 
a 0 j 
0 
an--1 bn-1 Cn-1 dn-1 
0 en-1 fn-1 gn-1 hn- i  
Xn Yn 
Let us compute the determinant using row and column operations. Multiply the 
first row by al el, the second row by zoea, and the third row by xoal. Subtract he 
first row from the second and third, then divide the first row by rcoelal. Subtruct 
yo/xo t imes the first column from the second column, divide the second row by 
el, and the third row by al.  Multiply the second row by (flxo - elyo) and the 
third row by  (blx 0 - alyo). FinaLly, subtract the second row from the third. In 
summary, 
Igl = 
1 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 /'(gx bl -e l  f l  )z0q'~ [ (h lb l -d l f l )zo+~ 
k (C le l -g la l )Yo)  \ (d le l -h la l )y  O / 
a2 b2 
In the preceding calculations, we assumed that many terms were non-zero (when 
we divided). Should one of these be zero, add e to this item, and take the limit of 
the result as e -~ 0. 
Let 
(=1 glbl-clfl hlbl- lfl)=_(=0 Y0) P1 
\ c le l  glal dlel -h la l  
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Then 
ISl = 
xi Yi 
a2 b2 C2 d2 
e2 f2 g5 h~ 
as bs cs ds 
es fa g3 hs 
~ 
an-1 bn-1 
en-1 fn -1  
Proceeding in this way, let 
[ gjbj - cj f  i
i \ cj ej gj aj 
and 
Then 
hjb j - djf j  
djej hjaj j ' 
(=j y;)=(=j-, v j - , ) .P j .  
yn Thus, letting Po -- (xo Yo), and P, - (_=.), we get 
I~1 = Po. P1. ~=.. -P . .  
Calculating the Pj's from the N/'s, using (6.1), gives us 
Po=(( l+ i )  (1-i)); 
( (1 -0 ) (1  + P.  = i)e2i~t. ; 
( --2i~?~i-t-(4i--4)qi "~
t9 /= \+(4+4i)02pj--16it// 
{2~wj --4t/sj +4r/rj ~ r 
\ --4iqj+4i~2pi / 
((4+4i).(qj q-pj - - s  i - - r j  )~ 
\ --4itaj --16712 ] 
~- (4y(isi+irj --qi -PJ )'~ e2i~li 
\ +4iwj / 
Cn-1 dn-1 
g.-1 h.-1 
Xn Yn 
( -2r/wj -4rtaj +4r~r~ ~ / +4iqj -4i~:pj I 
( --2i~lwj-(4+4i)qj ~e2i711j ; 
k+(4--4i)rl:pj --161~/ 
(4~(qj +p~_~%-i,i-i~ 1~/ ) 
((4i--4)~l(qjq-piq-si+ry)~21~llj ; 
\ -1-4 iwj --16~= ] 
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(--2i~w) -t-(4i--4)qj 
~--- \-l-(4+4i)~2p~ --16i~1 p]ii 
(2~wi --4 llsj +4 ~lrj ~ e2 iglj 
-4iqj-t-4i~:pi / 
\ --4i~wi+16 
= (_4~(qi+ps+i~+iri),~e2i~l ~ 
k --41~2wj ) 
-2  ~wj -4~aj -I-4~rj ~ ) 
+41qj -4iQ2pj ] 
i"--201wi--(4-.}-4i)q,i ~2i~l j  ; 
\-}- (4--41') ~2pj --16iT1~ 
(4n(qi +p~ -t-is~ +irj )~ / 
+4i~2w i J 
((4+41)~(q~+pj+s~+ri)Je21nl i ; 
\ +41~2wj+16 . , 
Note that P] is identical to plZr. So even though the design of the different joints 
may be different, the first order approximation for the eigenfrequencies does not 
depend on whether a joint was of Type I or of Type III. 
In conclusion, we have a closed form for the determinant 
IGI = (-1)~lSI = ( -1 ) "Po ,  P~. P2-.. P~-~. P.. 
7. Comput ing  the  posit ions of the streams of eigenvalues 
Since, as we will discuss more carefully in the next section, we can consider 
]S[ = 0 as an equation in x and rl, we can solve this equation asymptotically for 
x = e 2~ in terms of rb First, let us solve for x, taking only terms of leading order 
in 77. Let 
150=((1-t- i)  (1 - i ) ) ;  
p. = ( (1 - i) 
(1 + i)F- ) ; 
p]. = p/.o ((4+ 4i)pj -4ipi ) .5 
---- \ 4ipjxb (4 -4 i )p jxb  " i fpi ~ 0, 
p]b=p]Hb (-2i(wj + 8) -2w i ) 
= 2wjxb --2i(wj + 8)xb " rl if pj = O, 
since in this last case r I = sJ by (3.4). Also 
--16xb ) " r12; 
~]w ~ -4 iwj  4iwj ) . rl ~ if wj ~ O; and 
-" \ -4 iw jxb  4iwjxlJ 
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f (4i - 4)(p/§ qj) 4(p/§  qj) b ) = ~, -4(p i§ (4§  . r / i fw j=0,  
in which c~e ~j = -~j  = + ~  by (3.6). Of eo~rse, since X']" = P],  ,~e no 
longer need to consider these as distinct ypes of joints. Each t5 i is Pi to leading 
order in ~. Thus, 
P0.P~.&. . .P .  = 0 
is the equation in x which is the "leading order part" of the equation IS[ -- 0. By 
now, some patterns are appearing in the matrices. To emphasize these patterns, 
we let Po = 150; ~6 =/5 ;  ~j = pj/1?2 for joints of type Ia, II, IIIa, and IVa; and 
-Pi = (-i)f='j/~? for joints of type Ib, IIIb, and IVb. Then 
~0 = ( (1+i )  (1 - i ) ) ;  
P" = ( l  + i)xz. ; 
~]~ = ~.o  ( (4+4 i )p i  -4ipi ) 
= \ 4ipjxb (4 - 4i)pjx ~j if pi ?t 
p]b = pzHb (-2(~. + S) 2i~j ) 
= ~, -2iwjztr -2(wj + 8)x~ if P1 = 0; 
0) 
= 0 -16x tj ; 
~]Va = ( -4iwj 
--4iwjxb 
4z(pj W qj)xb 
4iw I \ ) i fw j#0;and  4iwjxtJ 
(4 - 4i)(pj + qi)ztj ) if w i = 0, 
If m represents he total number of joints which are of type Ib, IIIb, or IVb, 
then 
ISI = ~(~ (-P0" Pl" P~ " '  P~ + 0(~-1)) 
Let 
f(~) = &. ~,  & . . .~ .  
Then, from the argument given in the next section, f(:c) will contain a constant 
term and a term of order z/t+12+...+t.. If 11,12,..., I, axe all integers, then f(x) 
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is a polynomial equation of degree 11 + 12 + .." + l,, = L , .  To get the first order 
approximation for x, we find the Ln roots of the polynomial f (z) .  Unfortunately, 
we will need to compute x not only to first order, but to order l/r/. 
Note that 
" 
(a3cl-4-a4c3-4- (a3C2 .3t-a4c4-~ bac~+asd'~a'td't'4"b4c4) 
+o(~-~). 
But also note: (al o0o)(cl c200) 
a3 a4 0 0 . c3 c4 0 0 
bl b2 al a2 dl d2 cl c2 
b3 b4 aa a4 d3 d4 C3 C4 
l alcl + a2c3 alc2 + a2c4 0 0 "~ 
a3cl + a4c3 a3c2 + aac4 0 0 J (blc~+o~d,+) :b,o2+o,d,+~ a~d3-4-b2c~ \ a2d4+b~c4 / alCl ~ a2c3 a1r "~ a2r [bacl'4-a~dt+~ (b3c2q-'aad~'4"'~ k a4da-'~.b4ca ] k a4d4-t-b4c4 / a3cl "~ a4c3 a3c2 "31- a4c4 ,/ 
Hence, we can keep track of the second order terms by using 4 by 4 matrices. 
Let Rj  be the set of partitioned matrices given by 
Rj = 
~ pj 
where Tj is the coefficient for the second highest erm of Pj in r/, multiplied by 
- i  if the Pj represents a type b joint. Thus, 
R0 = ( (1+i ) (1 - i )  0 0 ) 
0 0 (1H-i) (1 - - i )  ; 
R.  = 
(1-i) 
(1 +i)~ to 
0) 
0 
(1 - i )  ; 
(1 + i)z'- 
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1~ a = 4ipi~ ii 
--2i(wj + 8) 
2(wj + 2r I -- 2sj)x lj 
-4iPi 0 0 
(4 - 4i)pjxb 0 0 ) --2(0 i + 2sj -- 2rj) (4 + 4i)pj --4ipj 
-2i(w i + 8)x t~ 4iPi xt~ (4 - -  4i)P.iXb 
fv i  # o; 
R~ b = ( -2@i  + s) --2iwjxl~ (4 + 4i)q i
-4qjxb 
2iwj 0 0 \ 
-2(w i + 8)z tj 0 0 ) 4qj -2(w i + 8) 2iwj 
( -4  + 4i)qix t~ -2iwjxb -2(w i + 8)xb 
if P1 = 0; 
--16 
o 
(4 + 4i)(qi + v1 - ~i - ~i) 
4(is i + irj -- qj -- pj)x 1~ 
o o o) 
--16xb 0 0 
4(q i + pj -- isj -- ir i) --16 0 ; 
(4i - 4)(qi + py + sj + rj)xb 0 --16x tj 
RIVa j = 
I -4iwj 
-4iwjxti 
(4i -4 ) (q i+p j  - s J  - rY)  
- -4 (q j+p j+ is j+ i r j )x  t~ 
4iw i 0 0 \ 
4iw i x b 0 0 ) 4(qj + pj + isj + irj) --4iwj 4iwj 
(4 + 4i)(qj + pj + sj + ry)x lj --41wjx 11 4iwjx tJ 
f ~'i # O; and R{ vb = 
( (4+4i ) (p j+qj )  4i(pj+qj)x'~ -~6i -4i(pj + qJ) 0 (4 " 4i)(pj + qj)xb 0 0 (4 + 4i)(p~ + q~) 
--16ixb 4i(p I + qj)x lj 
0 
0 
-4@j  + qj) 
(4 - 4i)(pj + qj)~t~ j 
fwj  =0.  
Let 
then 
Ro. R,.R~...Ro = (S(:) O)  
g(~) f (~)  . 
I~1 = r (S(:) + g(:). + 0("-~)) 9 
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Now we can solve f(x) + g(x)/rl = 0 to second order in r/. To first order, x ,,~ r, 
wherer  is a foot  of f(x) = O. We will assume that r is a single root o f f ,  so 
if(r) ~ O. See w for an example of a double root. If we set x -,~ r + s/~?, then 
f ( - )  + g(~) ~,, f ( r )  + f ' ( r )~  + g(r )  7? 
Therefore, 
-g(r)  
f,(r) ' 
since i f ( r )  ~ O. Thus, 
g(r) 1 
/'(~) + o(,~-2). 
Note that since A = it/2, 
v/S (1 - i )4S  ~=~= 
Thus 
z ---- e 2irt - e v~v~(l+i). 
We proceed with the asymptotic analysis of ), as in (Chen et al., 1987b). First, 
e vff~(l+0 ,,~ ( r  
Letting 0 = arg(A), we have 
g(r) (1 + i) ) 
f,(,.~ - -~  + o(1~1 -~) . 
x = e 2~/~l(c~ 
Therefore, 
= evq~C(co,(o/2)-si-(al2))+i(cos(e/2)+si~(Ol2))). 
e vq~Tcco~( el~)-~i-(el 2)) = 
e-i 2X/r~l(eos(O/2)+sinCO/2)) (r g(ri (l + i) )) 
T~-) vSS  +O(1~1-1 " (7.1) 
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We will observe in the next section that f(x) = IS[ has a non-zero term which 
does not depend on x. Thus,/(0) # 0, so if r is a root of f(x) then r # 0. Thus, 
the right hand side of (7.1) is bounded away from 0 when I~1 is large. Therefore, 
cannot end to -oo for large 1)~[. Since ~r < 0 < } , we have that 0 musg tend 
to ~ as IAI becomes large. Moreover, the left hand side of (7.1) is positive, so the 
dominant part of the right hand side must be a positive real number. Hence, 
is real to first order, so  
or, 
+ sin (~) ) ) + iarg(r) ,,, 2kri 
Plugging in 0 "~ F, '~ we conclude that 
+ sin ~)~-  2krr. 
Therefore, 
,',, , where k is a large positive integer. 
Computing the modulus of the right hand side of (7.1) to second order gives: 
g ( r ) ( l+  i)1 I g ( r ) ( l+ i) I 
= I,'I i - +  sin(Ol2)) = r 
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But 
im / g(r)(1 + i)(cos(0/2) =isin(0/2))~ 
s,(~)~wvc~ J 
is of order 1/IAI, so it can be discarded. Therefore, 
s'(,') ~ I g(,') 0 +il l  { g 0")(1 + i)(r isis(el2)) lrI-Re ~> I"1 +o(1~1-'). 
Thus, the exponent on the left hand side of (7.1) must satisfy 
(0 0) I X/~ eos~-s in~ ~log  r 9(r)(1 + i) 
/,(,,)v/iN 
Re f 9(r)(1 + i ) (cos(O/2)  - i s in (O/2) )  f'(-T6;-,~ } 1 log t ,/Y 
Write 0 -- ~ + 6, 6 > 0, and expand to first order in 6. 
((*' x /~ ~os ~ - ~ sin - + ~ co= ~ 
log J~l- Re ~" g(~)(1+9 ( t f'(&,/g2 co= 6 ~" ~r _ i 26- cos , + ~ sin ~- - i sin ~- V/i- ~ 
SO 
-6V~ ~-, log 
g(r)(l + i) (1 -- i)(I -- 612 )} 1 
I~ I -  ~e f ' (~)~v~ v~ v / i~  ' 
or  
..~ _ _  --  f ' ( r ) r  J 
Thus, 6 = 0 (1/~X/~).  Plugging this into the error term gives 
~ m log I~l Re { -~- /  - , /~  + I~l"<*'*J +o (t~l-~/') 
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Ifwewrite ,~----~-t-i~, then 0=taxi -1 (~)---cot -1 (~). So6,,~ -~,and 
--~ --log Ir ' Re { S'~)r } logir I Re { S'@~ } 
-7- - , /g i  + r c; = ~ + v~ + r 
Since C ~> f (recM1 that ~ ---+ 0), then 
loglH Re S-~XO-} log ,,i Re { s'(.;.} t S'(.). ~/1 + f2/d + 
~ +  v/~+r ' v~ r +r ~ 
Re -f ..at f_ 1 ~ t s'(o'J (1 ~-~). 
Thus 
",~ logiri-v/~ (1--4-~2 ) --Re{ f'(r)rg(r) J~ (1--2~2) --~ 
L f'(r)r 
Thus, if Irl = 1, then the stream of eigenfrequencies &k will be asymptotic to the 
straight line 
r  g(r) ~ (where~=r (7.2) 
t: ' (r)r J  
2 
Such a stream of eigenfrequencies will be called a linear stream. 
However, if ]r] ~ 1, then the stream of eigenfrequencies ~kwill be asymptotic 
to the parabola 
~~loglrlvY~-Re~ a(r) ~ (7.3) 
L f'(r)r j '  
\ )2. Such streams are called parabolic streams. again with [A[-~ \ 2 
For notation, let 
I f '(r)r J + ~ i 
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for l inear streams, and 
I. f,(r),. J + ' +arg(") l~ I,i i 
for parabolic streams. Then (7.2) and (7.3) are also satisfied by the ),k, so we can 
conclude that 
Xk ~ ~ as [Xk[ -~ oo. 
8. Va l idat ion  of  previous asymptotic approx imat ions  
We have already shown in w that [G[ could be approximated by 
I~l + o ( I .X l "e - t~)  
A 
as [A[ ---, c~. We have also found in w a convenient way of computing IGI. Finally, 
in the last section, we computed the zeros of IGI to leading order as Ak --4 oo. But 
we still need to show that the ~k computed above are valid approximations of the 
zeros of [GI. Notice that the error term 
tends to zero, uniformly on compact sets. By the argument principle, we may 
conclude that, for any fixed open set U of the complex plane, the number of zeros 
of [G[ in V is the same as the number of zeros of [G[ in U (up to multiplicity) 
provided that [A I is large enough. This is the sense in which our asymptotics axe 
to be interpreted. Details are provided below. 
First,  we will show that  IGI # 0 as a function of r/. First, let 
X ~ e 2i~/, 
and subst i tute this into each of the Pj 's, so that  e2i~b becomes xti . Then since :c 
is a transcendental  function of r?, we can prove our assertion by showing that 
P0 " PI 9 P2 "'" P~ is not identically 0 
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as a function of x and r/, treating these as independent variables. Note that the 
upper left hand and lower right hand elements of each of the Pj, 1 < j _< n - 1, 
cannot be zero as a function of r 2 because of the dissipative conditions (3.1) and 
(3.2). Now observe what happens as we multiply P1 ' P2 = 
(, , ) ( ,  ,) 
SXll $Xll " ~:~1'~ $,~12 
Here, the *'s represent functions of r/. We see that, since I1, 12 > 0, the upper left 
hand element of the resulting matrix must have a non-zero term which does not 
depend on x, since the terms cannot cancel. Likewise, the lower right hand corner 
of the resulting matrix must have a term x ~1+t2 which cannot cancel. Proceeding 
inductively, the upper left hand corner of P1 9 P2"'" Pi contains a term which does 
not depend on x, and the lower right hand corner contains a non-zero term with 
containing an ztt+t2+...+b'. Thus, if we let A = P1 "P2' P3""  Pn-1, then the upper 
left hand corner of A contains a term which does not depend on x, and the lower 
right hand corner contains a term with xh+t . ,+ . "+ l , -~  = xL, . , -~.  Furthermore, 
s ince  
A=(*,xl, zI,* ) . P2 . P3 . . . .  Pn-1, 
we see that all terms in the second row of A must depend on x in some way. (In 
particular, they must have x t~ as a factor.) Also, the top two elements of A cannot 
contain any terms with x L" -~ . Thus, if we let 
,X i .  ' 
then the upper element of B would contain a term which does not depend on x, 
and could not contain any terms with x 12+12+'''+1.. Likewise, the lower element 
of B would have a non-zero term containing x h+t2+' ' '+t . ,  and every term would 
depend on x in some way. Finally, since 
Isl=Po..S=(, ,).B, 
with both elements of P0 non-zero, IS[ must contain a term which does not de- 
pend on x, coming from the upper element of B, and a term which contains 
x t l+t2+' ' '+l"  = x L" ,  coming from the lower element of B, since these terms cannot 
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cancel in the last operation. In particular, ISI, and hence IG[, is not identically 0 
as a function of x and r/. 
Now that we have shown that [G[ is not identical to zero, we can use the 
argument  principle to show that the zeros of IG[ can be est imated by the zeros of 
IGI. Since 121 is a holomorphic function of r~, it is holomorphic as a func'~ion of A 
except at A = 0 (because of the square root). Let ),~ be the first order estimate 
of the sequence of zeros of [G I which we derived above. (Some of these may be 
mult ip le roots.) Given e small enough, we will be able to construct circles 7k of 
radius e about each Ak, such that  only one root is in each circle, and no circle 
contains the origin. Since the ~k are an estimation of the roots of IG[ for large Ak, 
there is a art " such that  for k > I f ,  the true roots of IGI, ~k, are within ~ of ~k. 
Thus,  the number of ~k in each circle 7k will be the multiplicity of the Ak. By the 
argument  principle, 
1 .~ IGI'(A) d~ = mul t ip l i c i ty  of Ak. 
Now, before we observed that 
= as [A] ---* c~ when ~r ~ arg ,k < ~. 
This tells us that  
101'(~) _ 101'(~) 
IGI(A) IOI(A) 
as.~-- -~ (X?. 
Thus,  
Now, the left hand side of this equation must be an integer for all 7k. Thus, 
for k large enough, 
i f  i@,(a)ea = 1 ~ 10j'(a)da = multiplicity of ~. 
2rd . IGI(A) ~ , IGI(A) 
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So the true eigenfrequencies Ak will eventually be within e of our estimated elgen- 
frequencies ~k. But since e can be arbitrarily small, this means that 
lim (Ak - 5,~ ) = 0, 
k--.+ oo 
provided that ~r _< azg lk ~ ~ 9 
Even so, we will later neecl to show that this approximation is valid for 
7F 
for some 7 > 0. This is equiva/ent to 
7 <argr /< 7r 
To do this, we first recall that 
for the extended range of the argument 
7r 7r 
- -  < argr/ < 
4-  -4" 
However, if -~  _~ arg r /< O, then 
so it is no longer true that 
lei~lJ l > 1, 
However, the most a~ount of damage caused by the factors of e~ is 
ei~It e~/l~ ... elrll. : e it/L- " 
Thus, 
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Now 
Thus  
So 
Thus,  if 
Im ~ = Irll sln(argr/) > 1'71 arg(,7) -I,715, 
[el'L"[ ~ e[r/]~ L"  - -  e~L. [~/~[. 
7 < "~-" n , 
then the error still will decay exponentially for 
7r 
- - 7 < argA _~ ~r 
2 
as [A[ --+ oo. The argument given above only depends on the fact that  IG I -  IG[ 
decays exponentially, so we may still conclude that 
71" 
l im( )~k- - i k )=0for  ~- -7  <argAk  <Tras  IAk[--+oo 
9, A l l  s t reams are  l inear  
In this section we will prove that in fact, parabolic streams are impossible 
when the system is dissipative. This amounts to proving that, for all solutions 
f ( r )  = 0, ~t holds that ]r) = 1. Let us first consider the case where ll, 12,...,  In 
are all integers. We first claim that if r is ~ root of f (x )  = 0, then 1/~ is also a 
root. Once this claim is proven, then if [r[ # 1, then either Ir{ > 1 or [1/F[ > 1. So 
without loss of generality suppose [r[ > 1. Then log Iv[ > 0, and there is a sequence 
of solutions Ak to [G[ = 0 such that  fk "~ log [ r [x /~ as Ak --~ co. But log [r[ > 0, so 
the real part  of these eigenvalues would be positive. Moreover, we showed before 
that  the approximation from G to G is valid for ~ -7  -~ argA _~ ~r for some 7. 
Thus,  ]G[ = 0 would have a sequence of eigenfrequencies with positive real part. 
But this contradicts the fact that  the joints were chosen to be dissipative. Thus, 
parabolic streams do not exist. 
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Proof of the claim: We know that f(w) = fro" f f l ' f f2"" Pn. Consider the map 
w = *__+A which sends the real axis of the z-plane to the unit circle in the w-plane. 
Plugging this in, and multiplying each P1 except P0 by (z - i) ~j , we obtain: 
Q0 =(0+i )  0 - i ) ) ;  
((1- i)(~ - i)~- )
Q" = ( l+ i ) ( z+ i ) ' "  ; 
f (4 + 4i)p~(z -@ Q~a \ 4ipj(z + 1) ti 
Q~ t'-2@~ + s ) (~-  i)" 
= \ -2 iw j (z+ 1)/'~ 
-4ipj(z - i) b 
if pj # 
(4 - 4i)pi(~ + 1) t~ J
2ioji(z - i)~ '~ 
-2(w~ + S)(z + 1)tj j if pj = 0; 
Q~I _- ( -16(o -  i)b 
Q~W ( -4iwj(z - i) tj 
.i = -4iwj(z + 1) tj 
QlVb ( (4 § 4i)(pi + qi)(z - i) ti 
J = 4i(pi + qi)(~ + I) ~ 
0 ) 
-16(z  + 1) b ; 
4iwj(z - i)l~ ) 
4iwi(z + 1)ti _ if wj # 0; and 
-4i(p i + qj)(z - i) tr if ) wj  0, (4 - 4i)(pj + qj)(z + 1) z~ 
Definition 1: For any rn by n matrix A, let 
A f 
be the m by n matrix formed by "flipping" A over, i.e. for an m by n matrix, 
For example, 
(AF)ij = (A)(.~-i+x),(.-j+l). 
= 6 , 
3 
For any matrices A and B which can be multiplied, A F . B F = (A. B) F. Notice 
that this differs from the rule for transposes in that the order of the mult ipl icat ion 
is the same instead of being switched. 
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Notice that for all of the matrices Qj above, 
Thus, 
QA ) = F, o __< j _< 
h(5) = Qo" Q1(5)" Q2(5)" 'Qn(5)  = 
(Qo)  F . F 9 (Q : (z ) ) r  . .  . (Q . (z ) )  = 
(Qo " Ql (z )  . Q2(z ) . . .Q , (z ) )  F = (h(z)) F = h(z). 
So h(5) ~ h(z), hence all co-effacients of h are real, and all solutions of h(z) = 0 
are either real or occur in conjugate pairs. Translating this back to the x-plane~ 
whenever  is a root of f (x )  = O, then 1/F is also a root of f (x) .  Thus, the claim is 
proved, and parabolic streams are impossible whenever ll, l : , . . .  1. are all integers. 
We conclude that all roots of f (x )  have magnitude 1, and so all roots of h(z) are 
real. 
Next, let us consider the case where all of the l i are rational. Finding a 
lowest common denominator d, we can express li = mj/d  . Let y = x 1/d. Then 
xb = ymj, so the equation f (x )  = 0 for ly = rnj /d will be the same as the 
equation f ' (y) '= O, where y(z) is the equation for the system with lj = mj.  From 
the previous case, all solutions to f (y )  = 0 must have magnitude one, and so since 
x ---- yd, all solutions of f (x )  ---- 0 will have magnitude one. However, since we 
are working with fractional powers, the above method may produce superfluous 
solutions. Hence, a method such as the one given in the next section gives a better 
method for locating the streams. 
Finally, there is the case where one or more of the ll, 12,. 9 9 In are irrational. 
But then we can approximate this case with the case Ill, l : i , . .  9 l,i; where ljl are 
rational. Since the i th equation f i(x) = 0 has all roots of magnitude 1, and f (x )  
depends continuously on the parameters 11,12,..., l,,, then all solutions to f (x )  = 0 
must have magnitude one. 
10. A t r igonometr i c  so lu t ion  
When l l , l~ , . . . , ln  are not all integers, then f (x )  will not be a polynomial 
equation. In fact, if one of the 4 ,12 , . . . ,  l~ is irrational, f (x )  = 0 will be a tran- 
scendental equation, having an infinite number of solutions. In this section, we will 
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convert f(x) = 0 into a trigonometric equation, again having an infinite number 
of solutions, and studying how the solutions are used to obtain the eigenfrequen- 
cies asymptotically. In the process, we will discover a further simplification of the 
above method. 
Since all of the solutions to f(z) = 0 have magnitude 1, we can write 
z = e i~ = cos  ~ + i .  sin ~, = c is (~0) .  
Substituting this into the Pj's, and multiplying each matrix except the 0 ~h by 
e-i~ti/2 gives : 
g =((1+i )  0 - i ) ) ;  
( -i)cis- 
\ (1 + i)cis  ); 
4ipjcis~ (4--4i)pjeis-~ if Ps' 7 t
= k, -2iwjcis-~t -2(wj  + 8)cis~2 t' if pj = 0; 
_ 16cis_~:. ; 
.~/va (-4iwjcis~2 t" 4iwjcis:Y~ )
= k, -4 iwjc is~2 ~' 4iwjcis~-~/- if wj # 0; and 
4i(pj + qi)cis-~2 l' (4 --4i)(p~ + q./)cisff~/- if w s = O, 
Then let f (~) = P0" PI" / '2 . . . .  fin. Note that each fii is "flip Hermitian", i.e. 
=Pj, 
It is easy to see that multiplying two flip Hermitian matrices gives another flip 
F 
Hermitian matrix. Hence, f(~0)is flip Hermitian, but (f(~o)) = f(~o), since it is 
a 1 by 1 matrix. Thus, f (~)  is a real function of a real variable. When 11,12,... l,~ 
were integers, we had the result 
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or. in terms of cp. 
,Ak, ~ (27rk~ ~~176 2 
where ~o is a root of f~. If l a ,12 , . . . , I ,  are all integers, then f~o) = (-1)/'"]'(~o + 
2~r). So 2~rk + ~o0 will all be solutions to f(qo) = 0 whenever ~o0 is. But in the 
general case this is no longer true. Thus, we must replace ~+~Q by 
for large solutions ~k of f (~)  = O. 
The next step is to find ~k asymptotically for large Ak. Before we had that 
However, we would prefer a simplier expression in terms of ~0. We can note that 
d ~ d [ "~ 9 i.. ~ -,~L. - i Ln  --~f(qO) = ~ kS (eiq~) e-~ L fl = ft (ei~) ze '"  ' q- f (ei~~ ~ ' 2 
= 
since f ( r )  = O. Thus, we can replace f ' ( r ) r  by 
. i~Ln 
Then 
} 
Hence it is natural to define 
Im {g(F)e -i~Ln/2 } 
=-Re{ ig(r)e-i~L"/2 J 
-.i~oLn 
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If we define Rj to be Ri(ei~)e -i~'ti/a for 1 < j <_ n, and/~o = R0, then 
s (f(~) o ) 
= \y(~,) f@)  ' 
Thus, we can express (~ in the following way. First, we have 
(4 + 4i)pjcis -~ zi, 
4ipj cis 
--2i(wj + 8)cis-~0 2 
9(wi+2r i  ]t.;~ ~l_Li. 
-k  --2s i 7 ~'~ 2 
if pj # O; .~5b = 
( --2(w i + 8)eis -~ li--2iwjcis ~-~ (4 + 4i)qjeis-~ li 
--4qjcis-~ - 
if pj = O; R51 = 
o o ) 
0 (1+i)  (1 - i )  ; 
/ (1 -- i)cis -~1. 
R .  = / (1 +/)eis-~2 t 
--4ipj cis - ~li 2 
(4 - 40v~r  
- - '~k- -2 r /  JC1S 2 
-2i(wi + 8)cis~2 z" 
2iwjcis -~ li 
4q .eis "-~ti 3 
( -4  + 4i)qj cis-~- 
-16cis -~ti 2 
0 
(4 ' q J+P'  + 4Q( )eis-~'J --sj --r i 
' "+ '~- ) r  4(_;,_~'j 
~lVa j = 
--4iwjcis .~b 
--4iwjcis@ 
(4i qJ +PJ _ 4) (_s,_rj)ci s -~b' 
- - \+ is j+ i r i /~ '~ 2 
o ) 
0 
(1 -Or  ; 
(1 + i)cis 2~-'- 
0 
0 
(4 + 4i)pjcis-~ li
4ipjcis-~ 
0 
0 
-2(wj + 8)eis-~!i  
-2iw/cis ~2-~ t" 
0 0 
-16cis-~ 0 
qi +Pt " -~! i  4(-i~i-ir~) ms 2 ~ 16cis 2.-~ 
(4i - a)( qi+pi "~e;=_~_ 0 - J~+s i+r i7  "~ 2 
o 
0 
- 4ipj ci s -~  
(4-4i)pjcis~- 
o ) 
0 
2~wj cis -~ ti 
o) 
-16eis-~ - 
,4iwjcis-~ ti 0 0 1 
4iwjeis ~ 0 0 
a( qJ+pi )cis-~ti _4iwjcis~2t, 4iwicis_~2t" "k+is i+ i r  i ] 2 
-~) \+s i+r  i ]  
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if w-/# O; and k~ v'b = 
(4+ 4i)(p-/ + qj ic is:~ b -4i(p i + q-/ )cis"-~ b
4i(p-/+ q-/)cis-~ (4 -  4i)(pj + q-/)cis-~ 
-16icis"~t~ 0 
0 -16icis-~2 t" 
0 
0 
9 " "  (4 + 4i)(pi + qDcis-~" 
4i(P i + q-/)cis-~2 t" 
0 
0 
-4@j  + q-/)cis 
(4 -4 i ) (p - /+ qj)cis-~2 t" 
if to i = 0. Next, set 
~.~.~. . .~.  (f(~) o ) 
= k~(~)  f (~)  " 
Then 
Im{G(~k)} 
for laxge solutions ~k of f(~o) = 0. 
Yet further progress can be made. Notice that each of the/~ is of the form 
0), 
5-/ 
where/~i s "flip Hermitian". Let us decompose Tj into its "flip Hermitian" and 
"anti-flip Hermitian" parts, i.e., 
Note that 
2 , ~ l= 2 
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0)= 
~+~' ~, ~+~' ~ 
. 
/'1/'2 
(T" P 
o) 
P1P~ 
PxP2 0). 
P1P~ 
So the flip Hermitian part (respectively, anti-flip ttermitlan part) of T3 are deter- 
mined only by the flip Hermitian part (resp. anti-flip Hermitian part) of T1 and 
T2. Thus, if 
0)( 1 
0 f ,  " -~1 fl ~.-, 
o) 
_(7(:) o 
- \~(~) ]'(~))' 
then the real part of ff(~) is determined by the flip Hermitian parts of the T}s, 
and the imaginary part of ff(~) is determined by the anti-flip Hermitian part of 
the T~s. Furthermore, by multiplying each Tj by -i,  the imaginary part of ~'(~) 
becomes real. 
Thus, if we let 
~o=((1+i )  (1 - i )  o o ) 
o o (~ + i) (1 - i) ; 
(1 - i)cis-~ z" 0 ) 
Rn = (1 + i)cis 2~-~t 0 
0 (1 - i ) c i s@ ; 
0 (1 + i)cis 
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(4 + 4i)pjcis =~t; 
4ipjcis-~ 
-2@~ + s)r 
9 . 
\ --2~wicm 2 
9 " -~pli / --4~pjc~s 2 0 0 
(4 - 4 i)pic is~ 0 0 
2iwjcis'~-~ v (4 + 4i)pjcls -~ti -4ipjcls--: ~-  2 
--2(w~ + 8)cls~2/" 4ipjcis~ 2" (4 - 4i)pjcis~- / 
if pj # O; ~.~ = 
( -2@r + s)ci~=-~ - 2iwj cis -~- (4 -- 4i)qicisY-~ 
4i qj cis  
2iw~cis-~ 0 
-~.(~ + 8) r  o 
-4iqjcis~-~ -2(wj + 8)cis-~ 2 
(4 + 4i)q/cis 2- ~ " 9 -~_ -2~wjcm 2 
o ) 
0 
2iwj cis = ~b 
-2(~ + s)~i~ 
if pj = O; .R/I = 
-16cis=-~- 
0 
(4 - 4i)(qj + ~-)~i.~-~ 
4i(q~ + v~)r 
~IVa =. 
0 0 
~16cis~_k ' 2 0 
--4i(qj + Pj)cis -~lj --16cis -~lj 
2 
(4 + ~)(q; + v~)~i~-~ o 
o) 
0 
0 ; 
- 16cis-~ 
_4ivJjcisY_~ 
-4iwj cis-~ 
if o.,j # O; and _~vb = 
4i(pi + q~)r 
.-. 16cis-~.~ 
2 
0 
ti~j cis'7"-2~-J~- 0 
'~iwicis~ 0 
--4i(~j + Pj)cis--~ -4iwicis-=-- ~
(4 -- 4i)(qi + pi)cis~-~i- -4iwicis- ~ 
(4 -. ~i)(vj + q~.)a~ 
0 
-16cis ~_~_ v 
2 
0 
0 
"'" (4 + ~i)(v~' + qj)r 
o ) 
0 
-4i(p i + q j )c i s% 
(4 - 4i)(p i + qj)cls 2 
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if wj = 0, and o) 
then ]'(qa) and ~(~) will be real functions of ~o, and the eigenfrequencies Ak can be 
determined asymptotically by 
' 
for large ek solving f'(~ok) = 0. 
Using these matrices, we can make another'observation. The matrix for the 
Type II joints depends only on qj + pj. This matrix is then identical to the Type 
Ib matrix after we set wj = 0 and qj = qj + pj. Thus, the Type II joint is no 
different in computing eigenfrequency asymptotics than a special case of a Type 
Ib joint. 
Likewise, the matrix for a type IVb joint depends only on qj + pj, and this 
matrix is identical to the matrix for a type Ia joint after setting wj = 0 and 
P1 = q1 + PJ" Thus, the type IVb joint is no different han a special case of the 
type Ia joint in computing the eigenfrequencies asymptotically. Thus, only three 
distinct types of joints need to be considered: Types In, Ib, and IVa. 
11. Some examples  
Here we present wo examples to illustrate the variety of behavior which can 
occur when the lengths of the beams and configurations of the joints vary. 
Example I) 
Let us consider a generalization f the beam structure studied in (Chen e~ al., 
1987c). In this structure, there are two beams, with a joint of type Ia between 
the beams. In (Chen et al., 1987c), both of the beams were of length 1, but let us 
now take the second beam to have length ~ > 0. See Figure 2. 
Type 
Ia 
l i I 
9 -,% ,., 
Figure 2 
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Since a is no~ always an integer, we will want to use the trigonometric solution. 
Mult iplying R0" R~"(1).-~2(a) and simplifying gives 
(f(~) o 
~(99) 7(~))' 
where 
( ~0 ~ 99 ~99 99 ~_~) f'(~) = 16p sin --~- cos ~ + sin ~ cos -~- + 2 cos ~ cos , 
and 
9~ c~99 ~ (~qa 99 . (x99 
ff(~) = - 1 6w cos ~ cos -~- -- 64 cos ~ cos -~- q- 64 sin ~ sm 2 
We want to solve ]'(qo) = 0 to obtain the sequence of positive values 99k. Then 
the estimation of the eigenfrequency positions is given by 
ik 
f'(~k) \27  
When a is rational, ]'(T) and ff(99) will have a common period, so ~(tOk)/P(99k) 
will be a periodic sequence. This is what produces the streams of eigenfrequencies 
discussed above. However, if a is irrational, then ]'(99) is not periodic, so the 
sequence 99~ would be chaotic. Also, by inspection, ~'(90k)/ff(99k) is not periodic, 
so no streams can occur. However, we would still like to know if we can find a 
positive constant c such that 
~(99k)//~(99k) _< - c
for all 99k, thus giving a lower bound on how fast the vibrations are dying out. 
Using trigonometric dentities, we get 
y(9~) -- - -16wcos ~ cos -- 64 cos 2 ; 
7'(99) = 16p ((~ +2 1) 
and 
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Now 
(a + 1)sin ( (a q~l )~) (a - l )  2 2 sin ( (a  -~1)~)) " 
so if f(~k) ---- 0, then 
sin ((~ +: )~k)+ cos ( (a  +-21)~k)I <_1. 
This can happen only when (~ + 1)~0k/2 is in the second or fourth quadrant. If 
(a + 1)~pk/2 is in the second quadrant, hen 
< ((o 
(These estimates axe not intended to be sharp.) Thus, 
- sp (~ + 1 + [~ - 11) < }(~k)  < -sp(~ + 1 - [~ - 11) < 0. 
Likewise, if (a + 1). ~k/2 is in the fourth quadrant, hen 
0 < 8p(~ + 1 - [a - l l )  _< ?(~ok) < 8p(a + 1 + la- 11). 
Also, since f(~ok) = 0, then 
c~k I 
So 
~(qok) = 8w sin ((~ +~-l)~~ ) - 64 cos ((~ ~-l)~k) . 
For (~ + 1)~ok/2 in the second quadrant, 
min(4w, 32) _< ~'(~ok) < (8w + 64). 
Likewise, for (a + 1). ~k/2 in the fourth quadrant, 
--(8w + 64) _< ~'(qok) < -- mln(4w, 32). 
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Thus 
(Sw + 64) g(~Pk) min(4w, 32) 
16p min(~, 1) < < -- " - -  ] " (~k) - 16pmax(~ 1) 
We thus see that, if o~ is irrational, streams of eigenfrequencies cannot exist; but 
the eigenfrequencies fall in a vertical band, bounded away from the imaginary axis. 
Further calculation reveals that, if we take the limit as a --, 1, so that this 
structure tends to the structure studied in (Chen et al., 1987c), the upper and 
lower bounds on ~(~k)/ f ' (~k) are given by the two streams of eigenfrequencies 
which occur when a = 1. Furthermore, if o~ is rational then the eigenfrequencies 
describe two period trajectories, each of which is infinitely often close to the left 
vertical asymptote and to the right vertical asymptote. If a is irrational, then the 
configuration of the eigenfrequencies s chaotic, but again they are infinitely often 
close to both the left and the right vertical asymptotes. 
Example 2) 
Let us consider a two beam structure, with both beams of length 1, and a type 
IVa joint between them. See Figure 3. Since the beam lengths are all integers, the 
algebraic method will work. Computing Ro 9 R~ w 9 and simplifying ives 
8iwx 2 - 16wx - 8i~ 0 
9 s - l - r  2 ip-t- iq ) (s + s,)(+~+~)~ + 16(_._J=~ + (s - si~( ~+~ ~ s~ ~ - ~6~,~ - si~ / ~- -p -q /  
Thus 
f (x )  = 8 iwx 2 - 16wx - 8iw, and 
g(z )=(8+8i ) ( s  +r+p+q)x  2 + 16( ip+iq -s - r ) z  +(8 -8 i ) ( s+r -p -q ) .  
Now f (x )  has a double root at r = - i .  Therefore, f ' ( - i )  = 0, and the expression 
-Re  { g(r) /'(r)~ }
Type 
IVa 
.... t J 
1 1 
Figure 3 
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is undefined. Thus the anMysis we did before needs to be modified for this problem. 
Rather than finding the first two orders of U, let us find all of the orders by 
computing 
p0.  P /~.  P~ = 7 2 (8~x ~ - ~6~= - 8i~) + 
,7 ((s + 8i)(s + ~ + p + q)~'  + 16(ip + iq - ,  - ~)~ + (8 - s i ) ( ,  + ~ - p - q)) + 
(32x 2 + 32). 
Note, though, that setting x = - i  gives a value of 0. Thus, if e 2i~ = --i, then 
Po " P1 Iv  9 P2 =-- O. Solving this equation gives us the "stream" 
" / 3~r~2" 
,~k=+ k~+T) , .  
Note that this stream is on the imaginary axis. The true eigenfrequencies will be 
exponentially close to the ~k, since the ~k are roots of [G[ = 0. 
However there is a second stream, which we can obtain by substituting x = 
- i  -I- s/r/ into the above equation and solving asymptotically for s. We get s - 0 
(which we already have) and 
s= -2 ( ip+iq+r -Fs ) /w .  
From this point, the analysis proceeds as before giving the stream 
"Ak = P + q :h kTr -F i. 
03 
12. Conc lud ing  remarks  
Much of the work in this paper was inspired by the use of the symbolic manip- 
ulator MACSYMA running on a SUN Microsystems workstation. The computer 
allowed us to experiment with two, three, and even four beams, taking the deter- 
minants of the large matrices through symbolic manipulation. At this point, we 
were able to notice some patterns, leading to the general results presented here. 
Although this paper analyses a linear model of a physical system, the exper- 
imental data cited in (Chen et al., 1987c) and (Chen et al., 1987d) indice~te that 
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this model is an accurate one. The analysis of coupled non-collinear beams will 
require a whole new analysis, and we intend to treat this matter in a future work. 
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